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Abstract
In this paper, the author analyzes the reliability of the assembly manufacturing system
by using stochastic flow network, in order to evaluate the capability of the assembly
system and satisfy the order. The graph based model is effective, but the research object
is the general as processing equipment based serial manufacturing system, ignoring an
important and special system in manufacturing system, namely the assembly
manufacturing system. It is characterized by that the working time is random and the
cycle time is the main evaluation index and the non-serial structure. The author
establishes the reliability evaluation model of assembly manufacturing system, and
calculate the actual cycle of the assembly manufacturing system to meet the demand of
the order, that is, the system reliability. The results provide effective help for the
production planning and decision making of manufacturing enterprises.
Keywords: Assembly manufacturing system, Reliability evaluation, Stochastic flow
network, Minimum capability vector

1. Introduction
The research of manufacturing system can be divided into two kinds of basic problems:
the design and evaluation of manufacturing system, the operation management of
manufacturing system [1]. The research scope of this paper is the reliability evaluation of
manufacturing system. From the point of view of decision-making and production
management, the reliability of manufacturing system is an important performance
measure [4, 14, 15]. Manufacturing system reliability is used to evaluate the ability of
manufacturing system to complete its expected function, which is usually described in the
form of probability. Borty [2] and other manufacturing system reliability (MSR) is
defined as the probability of completion of the parts of the production order within a
given date. The reliability on the flexible manufacturing system (FMSR) evaluation has
been studied and put forward the reliability of flexible manufacturing system (FMSR) can
be understood as the system is able to complete all the requirements given steady state
probability [3]. Tan Min on the computer integrated manufacturing system (CIMS)
reliability was studied. The stable availability of system reliability as the evaluation index
of the system, namely a production line of products output probability [5-6]. Lin defines
the manufacturing system reliability as the probability of the manufacturing system to
complete the customer's demand [7-8], the system reliability is used to evaluate the
production capacity and the capacity of the manufacturing system. To reduce by
unreliable machine caused by serial production line production efficiency, the methods of
Li and Meerkov using Bernoulli statistics to determine the reliability of the machine,
studied the change of production system performance, the delivery of manufacturing
system was studied, with the introduction of buffer in manufacturing system [9-10].
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According to the research literature, scholars on the concept of the definition of
manufacturing system reliability can be divided into two categories: one is based on the
traditional definition of reliability, the manufacturing system at time t the normal work of
the steady-state probability; the other is from the point of view of the function of
manufacturing system, the manufacturing system to meet customer needs or the
corresponding system function. In this paper, the definition of the concept of
manufacturing system reliability is based on the latter, that is, from the point of view of
the function of the manufacturing system to define its reliability. The function of
manufacturing system is mainly reflected in the quality, productivity and delivery time,
which is different from the traditional product reliability research.
For assembly manufacturing system of performance evaluation, previous studies have
focused on productivity evaluation and line balancing problems. Gershwin, studied the
performance of assembly line with buffer, the approximate decomposition method is used
to decompose the assembly line into two machines, in the middle of which is a buffer.
This simple model is used to evaluate the system buffer level and productivity, and the
relationship between the two [11]. Nils Boysen, et al., classify the problem of assembly
line balancing and give a detailed account of how to choose the appropriate line-balance
model [12, 13]. While the literature from the perspective of reliability or probability is
rare. K. Agpak, et al., established a chance-constrained programming model for the
balance between traditional linear assembly lines and U-shaped assembly lines, and
emphasized the stochastic of workstation capacity. The concept of reliability of assembly
line system is proposed, and the reliability is defined as the product of the probability of
each workstation on the assembly line to complete the assigned tasks within the takt time
[21].
Assembly line is a typical manufacturing system, its connotation relative to the general
manufacturing system has certain reduction, it can be said that it is a part of the
manufacturing system, but also different from other manufacturing systems. Generally
speaking, the difference is mainly reflected as follows: the operation time of assembly
line of each workstation has strong randomness, especially to assembly line workers to
operate mainly; assembly line is often used as a performance index to the cycle, and the
workstation ability can also be used to represent the length of operation, in the actual
production process, statistics the data about time can be obtained easily, easy to make
evaluation on the ability of the system; non serial feature structure with, namely the
assembly line and assembly line.
The function of reliability in a manufacturing system, the research method in the past,
is to use more effective method mainly has the following three types: Based on
mathematical analysis method, based on Markov method, graph theory, computer
network simulation method. For the performance evaluation of manufacturing system,
network analysis has become a mature tool manufacturing system as an input and output
system, it is easy to convert it into a manufacturing network [6, 17, 18], the maximum
flow is the pursuit of the goal. In a manufacturing network, the side can be seen as a
machine or a station, and the node can be seen as a inspection station at the back of the
station. Due to the failure or part of the equipment or workers failure, product rework,
leading to the workstation system provided in the capacity of a random state or multi state,
the overall performance of the system is in a random state. Therefore, this multi-state
manufacturing network, we can call the stochastic flow network. Due to the existence of
edge failure and rework path, may lead to network flow is non-conservation, therefore,
the manufacturing system is not a typical network. In order to evaluate the ability of
manufacturing network to meet customer needs, Lin calculates the production line
reliability with rework based on the minimum path / cut (MP, Minimal Path / Cut) method
[7]. Ming J. Zuo calls the minimum path vector in system state d as d-MP and gives the
RSDP (Recursive Sum of Disjoint Products) algorithm to find all d-MPs that meet the
requirements [19].
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Based on the theory of stochastic flow network, the paper first analyzes the assembly
manufacturing system topology as the manufacturing network, describes the assembly
path, and builds the reliability evaluation model of the assembly manufacturing system
based on the time factor, and then analyzes the output whether to meet customer needs, to
evaluate the reliability of manufacturing systems. The calculation process of reliability
will determine the input amount of each workstation, which not only provides the
decision support for the production manager, but also indicates the weak link in the
system which the manager should pay attention to. In this paper, the reliability of
assembly manufacturing system is studied to evaluate the capacity of manufacturing
system to meet the order. Because of the stochastic capacity, pass rate and production
cycle of the workstation, the evaluation process comprehensively considers the reliability
of assembly manufacturing system in terms of quality, capacity and delivery.

2. Problem Description and Assumptions
Assembly manufacturing system is studied in this paper refers to the production
line very stressed time constraints, different from other large fixed assembly lines,
such as aircraft, enterprise decision makers tend to order the assembly line to
produce qualified products in a certain amount within the stipulated time, if not
timely enough to meet the order requirements, the system is not reliable. At the
same time, the time element of the assembly manufacturing system is obvious, such
as the processing time of the workstation and the cycle time of the assembly line,
and the working states of the assembly workers is more polymorphic and stochastic
than the machines.
For a certain product, assembly manufacturing system usually has a certain
production rhythm, called cycle time, which is divided into three kinds in this paper:
Design cycle time, Takt time, (actual)production cycle time. The design cycle time
refers to the theoretical minimum cycle time that the production line can achieve;
the Takt time is the cycle time according to changes in market demand or order to
calculate the assembly line should be provided; the production cycle time is the
actual production interval of the final output product of the assembly line. The
working hours of each working station on the assembly line will be equal to the
cycle time to the greatest extent, to ensure the balance of the entire production line.
However, in the actual production process, due to the reliability of parts and
assembly workers operating proficiency, every workstation assembly equipment
timely supply situation, the real production of 1 units of qualified product time is
not necessarily equal to the cycle time. In order to make the evaluation more
intuitive, this paper from the angle of time to the definition of reliability of
assembly manufacturing systems, designed according to the above mentioned cycle
the minimum ideal cycle will be installed as a product assembly line assembly
manufacturing network input I, output O system for actual production rhythm. This
paper attempts to find the relationship between I and O, to determine the system in
each of the station's input capacity, and then compared with the capacity of each
workstation, and then come to the probability of the reliability of the value of R. A
given distance producing cycle time , the reliability for the assembly
manufacturing system can be defined as
.
However, in order to apply the stochastic flow network theory to calculate the
reliability of the assembly system, using cycle time as the research objective is not
good for modeling and calculation, because stochastic flow networks generally
study the problem of maximum flow, and for the manufacturing system, the pursuit
of the goal is to cycle time the smaller the better. Because productivity and takt-time
are reciprocal, if the delivery cycle T orders as per unit time, then the delivery
quantity of customer demand period T products D is productivity. Therefore, in this
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paper, the theory of minimum cycle conversion of productivity as the input of the
system, the actual productivity of the system as the output, and then the results are
translated into the cycle expressed manufacturing system reliability evaluation value.
The research content of this paper includes the reliability evaluation of single
product assembly manufacturing system and the evaluation of the reliability of the
multi-product assembly manufacturing system. Based on the input I, output O,
inspection station (with node), machine or workstation e, the success rate of P
workstation (failure rate q, p+q=1), these six elements were the ability for each
workstation is described and assumptions, establish the assembly manufacturing
system stochastic flow network model. In the assembly manufacturing system with
rework path, rework is often due to some parts of the assembly error, but only the
components for re assembly, therefore, the first hypothesis only exists between two
adjacent stations of the assembly line and rework action, this study only with a path
of rework.
Other necessary assumptions:
1.

each node (inspection station) is absolutely reliable;

2.

the capacity of each edge (workstation) is a random variable according to a
given probability distribution;

3.

the capacity of different edges (workstations) are statistically independent;

4.

each defective WIP is reworked at most one time by the same workstation.

In summary, the first key point of this research is: the assembly manufacturing
system into the process of topology of stochastic flow network, how to deal with
non-serial structure.

3. Construction of Stochastic Flow Network Model for Assembly
Manufacturing System
3.1. Network diagram construction of General Assembly Manufacturing System
The use of AOA (Activity-On-Arrow) network graph assembly manufacturing
system into an assembly of the network graph, where each edge (arrow) is regarded
as a machine and each node denotes an inspection station following the machine
[12]. There is a need to explain that there are two kinds of work on the assembly
line, assembly work and adjustment work. Michael, in his paper, called the
workstations with assembly operations are performed as assembly station [20].
Michael said in the paper with assembly line workstation assembly station, and
stations besides assembly station are called adjustment stations. The so-called
assembly refers to the assembly process to assemble the components to complete the
assembly process; and adjustment namely the workstation does not exist sub
assembly line, do not need to add parts to the line of semi -finished products, only to
adjust the line of semi-finished products, such as fastening bolts and adjustment. So
the workstation will be corresponding to the two, the assembly station, this paper
uses e i (i=1,2,... n 1 ); adjust the workstation, using s m (m=1,2,... n2), in which
n 1+n2=n, n for the assembly line of the total number of workstations. Before the
network model of assembly manufacturing system is established, the construction
process of the manufacturing network of the simple serial manufacturing system is
explained.
For the simplest manufacturing system, we only consider one workstation, as
shown in Figure 1. According to the input amount I of workstation Z1 , since the
success rate of the workstation itself is not 100%, the actual output will be Ip, that
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output O=Ip, P = 0 ~ 1. In this way, we find the relationship between I and O
through the success rate P, once the I is given, then O is I divided by the P of the
business. While O  D, O=Ip d, then I d/p.
Input

Z1

Output

I

IP

Figure 1. Manufacturing network for a workstation
Further, we will expand the system into a number of workstations. Assume that a
manufacturing network has 4 stations (n=4) (Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4), each workstation had
the same success rate of P, as shown in Figure 2.
Input

Z1

Z2

I

Z3

Z4

2

IP

IP

Output
IP4

3

IP

Figure 2. Manufacturing network for four workstations
Obviously, we can draw the following:
Corollary 1: in general, a serial manufacturing system (z1, z2 ,...zn,) for the
production of unit product in delivery time within T, requires the input of I d/p n,
which requires the first workstation must complete a product in the t=Tp n/d time.
The workstation Z i (1i n) as input Ip^ (i-1), denoted as w_i=Ip^ (i-1), which is in
order to meet the delivery requirements, must be in the t=Tp i-1/d workstation
completed. Further, for the assembly manufacturing system, modeled on the above
ideas, we are still starting from the simplest case discussion, namely the existen ce of
an assembly workstation e 1, and an adjustment of the workstation s 1. As shown in
Figure 3.
Parts

Input

s1

e1

Output

Figure 3. Assembly line manufacturing network
Corollary 2: add e i type assembly workstation can be transformed into two serial
e i' workstation with e i".
The e i' workstation complete view and take part in the work, and e i" workstation
to complete the installation work. e i' workstation must be tight before the e i"
workstation, because the actual sequence must be first after installation, so they
actually the same workstation, so each other, between the two cannot be added other
workstation. Therefore, we can convert into a serial form in Figure 4.
Input

e1'

e1''

s1

Output

Figure 4. The serial form of split workstation e i
3.2. Assembly manufacturing system with rework path
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The assembly workstation e i, e i' attribute inherited the supply of spare parts, and
assembly work, e i' also has a success rate of two and the random property, its
success rate refers to the qualified rate of parts, g said here, the failure rate of h,
g+h=1. The random capacity refers to the logistics department or the assembly lin e
of sufficient supply of parts, spare parts supply probability in different time is
different, such as the supply of 1 and an average of 30 seconds 40 seconds average
supply probability of 1 is different, finally given in the form of probability
distribution. The e i" attribute inherit its assembly work, it is an adjustment
workstation. So the definition of the success rate and the adjustment of t he
workstation s m the same, it is defined as P, the failure rate is defined as q, p+q=1. Its
stochastic capability is the probability that the work station has completed the
operation in different time.
When the properties of e i and assembly workstation can be determined, to the
completion of the assembly work to add parts, in selected parts immediately after
the need to assemble the product,. If an assembly manufacturing network (n=4) has
4 stations (z 1, z2, z3, z4), z1 and z3 respectively represent the workstation to add
workstation e 1 and e2 , and z2, z4 respectively represent the adjustment of s 1 and s 2
workstation. Its assembly line network model is shown in Figure 5.
返工

Figure 5. Assembly manufacturing network with rework path
But it is difficult to tell whether the input is the input of the normal processing
path or the input of the rework path. The model of Figure 6 is decomposed into the
normal processing route map and the rework route map, as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 6. Another form of Figure 5
3.3. Single product assembly manufacturing system
Because of the conflicts between flow conservation principle rework path
existence and stochastic flow network, at the same time in order to better analyze
the assembly assembly path of the network graph, the assembly line in Figure 6
needs to be decomposed into normal assembly path
and
, need to
rework products from the first r to adjust the output from the input k workstation,
adjust the workstation before r. We use figure 6 to do further research, set the
normal assembly line

, The rework route is

, Here (R|3,31) indicates the need to rework the product from 3 (r=3) to adjust the workstation
output, from its first 1 (k=1) to adjust the workstation (s1 workstation) input, we
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assume

that

the

workstation

for

assembly

rework

products.

Therefore,

, We use the dotted line to represent this workstation
in the network breakdown diagram of the assembly line, the single product network
model is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Single product assembly manufacturing system
So far, the assembly manufacturing system of stochastic flow network model has
the general sense of the construction is completed, or this is a single product
assembly network model, the opposite is the multi-product network model, the two
main difference is that the assembly manufacturing system of multiple products,
each workstation with respect to the random ability of different products are
different, so if an order contains several products, need to be in the same asse mbly
line, assembly line will evaluate whether can delivery schedule becomes relatively
difficult.
3.4. Stochastic flow network model for multi-product assembly
Suppose there are  (2) for product assembly, the demand vector
, the assembly line for each product is decomposed into normal
assembly path and rework path
. From this, we can know
that products have  normal assembly path and  rework path, a total of 2 path.
The same with the example of Figure 6, the j normal assembly line
, rework
Multi product assembly line network diagram model is shown in Figure 8.

.

Figure 8. Stochastic flow network model for multi-product assembly
manufacturing system
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4. Reliability Model Construction
4.1. Determine the input amount
In order to better meet the needs of customers for delivery, and to determine the
time to install the various workstations of the cycle. Originally planned to complete
a product assembly to the theoretical minimum time as input, but because of the
stochastic flow network is generally the maximum flow problem, and it is difficult
to explain, is the time as input is difficult to elaborate it in the network transmission,
so as to time is not in line with the random input stream network model. Therefore,
we can only indirectly calculate the cycle time, the ratio of input here with delivery
time T and each workstation that required a product of the time the workstation
assembled, calculate the time equal time condition.
In order to meet the needs d of customers in the delivery time T, prior need to
prepare enough raw materials. Here you can set the number of I raw materials can
be assembled out of the number of O products. It must meet the conditions of Od,
in order to meet customer's requirement. Through the above stochastic flow network
model, it is easy to deduce the output of the finished product
. The formula

is the output from the normal

(G)

assembly path L and
is the output of the rework path
. In
order to meet the demand of D, the assembly line of the 1 position of the input I can
be expressed by the following formula:

4.2. Input amount of each workstation
In order to determine the input of each workstation wi(m), the use of
representing the normal assembly path

,

and rework path

of the input.

For three different kinds of workstation e i', e i", s m, the input formula is different,
here by the stochastic flow network model are concluded respectively.

4.3. Determine the input amount of the multi-product assembly line
The assembly line with respect to the random ability of different products are
different, so the application method of stochastic flow network is difficult, this
paper will do is simplified to a certain extent, in a variety of products in the prod uct
is a benchmark product, its weight is 1, the assembly line relative to other products
of random ability are based on weight for example, the A product weight is 1, the B
products weight is 2.
In order to meet the customer's demand vector D, we must meet the demand of T
in the delivery time
of products in the input I j .
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After the determination of the input of each workstation:

Among them,
for the production of products for j unit and workstation i
loss ability weight m; b is a factor, if the first path is b=2 workstation, rework,
rework or b=1 (due to back the product, for the first time in the assembly process
to remove the original components the assembly further down the assembly,
consumed capacity increased to 2 times of the original);  j,i(m) is also a factor, if
the workstation exists rework input, while  j,i(m)=1 or  j,i(m) =0.

However, the input of each machine should meet the maximum capacity vector of
each workstation, each workstation assembly unit product time t i(m) should be
greater than the minimum required per unit of product assembly workstation time
M i(m) , i.e.

Where the use of x i(m) to add or adjust the ability of each workstation ei or sm
workstation, based on the assumption that the ability of each workstation is a
random variable that can be
, in the state of the system
, in order to meet the t i(m) , needs to have the
following constraints:

4.4. System reliability evaluation
At a given delivery time T time, as well as the customer demand vector D, the
system reliability Rd is the assembly system in the time T output is not less than the
probability of D. Therefore, the reliability of the system is Pr {X|V (X) W (D)},
where V (X) is defined as in the X state, the average of each assembly system by the
end of the assembly with a product of the time; W (D) is defined as in the X state, in
the end of each assembly assembly system most of the time allowed for a finished
product.

This formula means that each workstation should provide sufficient capacity, and
ultimately can get enough output in the specified time O. But each meet V (X) W
(D) state of X one by one to find out is a waste of time, not wise, therefore, can try
to find the set of {X|V (X) W (D) Y} in minimum capacity vector
. Finally, the formula of system reliability can be
expressed as:
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5. Solution Steps and Algorithm Examples
5.1. Solving steps
Step 1: according to the formula to determine the original input I j , and then
according to the formula to determine the amount of each work station w i(m) .
Step 2: find the minimum time to complete all the products.
O min=max{wi(m) M i(m) |i, mL}
Here L refers to the assembly model established in the previous paper.
Step 3: determine the minimum time required to complete the pro duct is less than
the delivery time, that is, to meet the next type
O min  T
Step 4: determine the minimum power vector Y
In the above identified input w i(m) each workstation, the minimum time to find
work each workstation to meet

. This

determines the minimum power vector

.

Step 5: solving the reliability of the assembly system.
5.2. Algorithm example
In order to explain the application of stochastic flow network theory in the
reliability evaluation of assembly manufacturing system, this chapter will ma ke use
of the examples in the factory to solve the reliability evaluation method. Figure 8
the situation as an example. The assembly system requirements within a day of time
(8 hours of work), the assembly of the d1=100 parts, d2=150 parts. Given the
success rate of each workstation p=0.95, the required components to add the pass
rate of g=0.99,1=1, 2=1.2, given the random capacity of each station as shown in
Table 1.
Table 1. Random capacity of each workstation

In this case, the workstation z3 (i.e., e2, r=3) appears after the problem, from its
previous (k=1) workstation z2 (s1) began to rework. Analysis of the random
network from the front, can be divided into general assembly path
and rework path

.

Step one:
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Determine the input of each workstation w i(m) , see Table 2.
Table 2. The input of each workstation

Step two: find the minimum time to complete all the products.

Step three: determine the minimum time required to complete the product less
than the delivery time, so as to ensure the completion of the delivery time. Eight
hours a day is 28800 seconds, that is, to meet the next type.

Step four: determine the minimum power vector Y
In the above identified input each workstation wi(m), the minimum time to find
work each workstation to meet
determines the minimum power vector Y (84,86,82,90,90,96).

. This

Step five: solving the reliability of the assembly system

It can be known that the assembly system can complete the reliability of the
order product in the delivery time of 0.9085.

6. Conclusion
Based on the stochastic flow network theory, this paper attempts to rebuild a
scientific network model based on the theory of assembly manufacturing system.
Based on the network model of general assembly manufacturing system, this paper
establishes a reliability evaluation model for single-product assembly line and
multi-product assembly line with rework path, and gives the general algorithm for
model solving, and obtains a complete assembly manufacturing system reliability
evaluation method. This paper mainly completed the following research work.
(I) redefine the reliability of the assembly manufacturing system;
(II) redefine the model elements of the stochastic flow network to fit the specific
situation of the assembly manufacturing system;
(III) re-construct the stochastic flow network diagram for the assembly
manufacturing system, and split the work station according to their characteristics;
(IV) considering the existence of the rework path of the assembly manufacturing
system, the stochastic flow network graph is decomposed, and the formula of the
input amount of each work station for the assembly manufacturing system is
obtained;
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(V) establish a complete assembly manufacturing system reliability evaluation
method, and give a numerical example.
The article makes a preliminary exploration on the research of assembly
manufacturing system reliability, the future will continue to general application
level research in order to achieve the application and solution of the model, at the
same time considering more practical production environment and constraints,
including the following points: one is to consider how to use the method of
stochastic flow network reliability evaluation of assembly line with buffer ;the two
is whether the use of time as the input ;third, extension of other conditions, is to
expand the rework path, as well as the different workstations have different pass
rate. In addition, this method can calculate the specific input amount of each
workstation in the system, therefore, the practical significance of this method can be
further excavated from the perspective of system reliability allocation, and not
limited to the reliability evaluation.
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